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SUPER AWESOME BOOKSTORE T-SHIRTS!!!

QUEST TO SUE CLINT EASTWOOD
 Reed College’s student-run Quest newspaper plans to file suit against actor and 
director Clint Eastwood, who they claim commandeered the signature style of  one of  
their most popular semi-regular columns for his speech this past Thursday at the Republi-
can National Convention in Tampa, Florida.
  The column, called “The Lutz Report,” features a different anonymous 
student writer each week it runs. When asked about the content of  the column, a Quest 
editor told us that “[i]t varies....but it’s usually got, like, a fusion of  big, existential ques-
tions, and, you know, everyday life at Reed and shit...we don’t edit it at all, so it really gets 
at the heart of  some things that other columns can’t.” Interviews with several Quest 
insiders have revealed that a writer for “Lutz” customarily drinks copious amounts of  
alcohol before writing, so as to remove inhibitions that might ordinarily lead him or her to 
organize his or her ideas, think before typing, or do any level of  self-editing at all. “They 
don’t usually remember...the writing process,” said one editor.
  During his speech, Mr. Eastwood addressed an empty chair beside him as 
“President Obama,” and proceeded to discuss with it the myriad criticisms and concerns 
he has regarding Obama’s administration. Occasionally, he had to ask the imaginary man 
beside him to “shut up,” which led to raucous laughter from the crowd. A long-time 
Quest contributor and Reed senior, who wishes to remain anonymous, said that originally, 
the Lutz Report was written by a student while he or she sat and drank in the Lutz Tavern, 
just down the street from campus. When asked about this tradition, some of  the bar’s 
older regulars were quick to recall instances of  student reporters “ranting at empty bar 

stools, singing R. Kelly’s ‘Ignition (Remix)’ to imaginary crowds, and generally making 
asses of  themselves” on Friday nights. The Quest confirms this, and, although “Lutz” is 
now generally written alone in the Quest office with a bottle of  Jack Daniels and a small 
Dixie cup, they say that talking to imaginary dignitaries, space aliens, and dogs is certainly 
not uncommon, and that these conversations often find their way into the final column.
  “The similarity [of  Eastwood’s speech] to the Lutz Report was stunning,” 
said Jonathan Starkey, a Junior at Reed and longtime reader of  the Quest. “It can’t have 
been a coincidence.” While some Eastwood fans on campus are overjoyed that their idol 
has apparently read their mediocre student newspaper and chosen to incorporate it into 
his speechifying, many politically-involved Lutz Report alums are lamenting the use of  
their signature writing style by someone so “[...] completely politically misinformed,” as 
Eastwood.
 “It’s terrible,” said one Reed senior who has written at least 3 Lutz Reports 
during her time at Reed. “Drunken nonsense should be used only for good, and Mr. 
Eastwood has violated the Honor Principle by using it for questionable political reasons.”
    Thus far, The Quest has failed to find a lawyer willing to represent them in this suit. 
Mr. Eastwood’s legal team has released a statement saying only that “President Obama’s 
interruptions during Mr. Eastwood’s RNC speech are being systematically ignored by the 
liberal media,” and asking that said media “DON’T TREAD ON” Mr. Eastwood’s reputa-
tion.
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Reed Iz...
Be “that guy”• When does Commons open? • Stripadillas...DUH! • 
Lonely sobbing 365 • You got meth in my LSD! • You got acid in 

my meth! • Trigger Warning, Bitches! • $ Daddy got money $
 • I HAVE A DOG

Reed College Rules
Question Everything • Honor...DUH! • 

Explore Rain or Shine • Play Hard • Study 
Harder • No Sleep til Renn Fayre • Hoot, 

Hoot Bitches • Stop Making Sense • Once a 
Reedie • Always a Reedie • Love Reed

TOP SIX THE PAMPHLETTE! 
IF YOU WOULD RATHER SEE OUR SHIRT IN 

THE BOOKSTORE!

The Bookstore is selling some killer new gear this year! 
It’s relevant, form-fitting, and effing cool as eff! In fact, we loved one of  the bookstore’s new t-shirts so much that 
we made our own rendition of  it. Tell us which one you like more at pamphlette@lists.reed.edu!


